TAPES | ADHESIVES | FILMS | FOILS
INNOVATING FOR EXCELLENCE

INDUSTRIES

For more than 35 years, State Seal Company has been a model of reliability and
unsurpassed value. Today, as a recognized innovator in the industry, we continue to
provide our customers with exceptionally high levels of service and quality.

Aeorspace
General Industrial

BUILT TO LAST ATTACHING POWER!
For the better part of a century, 3M has been a model of innovation, reliability and
unsurpassed value. Today, as a recognized leader in the industry, 3M continues to
provide customers with exceptionally high levels of invention, service & quality. 3M
prides itself on the improvements made over the years to everyday life for hundreds
of millions of individuals. State Seal uses 3M™ products in a variety of applications,
from materials used in bonding, to masking and fastening select environments.
Each product represents more than 50 years of industry leadership in providing
design and production engineers with innovative adhesive formulations.
- State Seal has it covered.

Life Sciences
Military
Semiconductor
Telecommunications

SUPERIOR ALL AROUND PERFORMANCE
»» Adhesive Transfer Tapes

»» Permanent/ Repositionable Adhesives

»» Double Coated Tapes

»» Kiss cut to roll

»» Membrane Switch Spacers

»» Hook and Loop Fasteners

»» Labels

»» Electrically and Thermally Conductive
Tapes and Pads

»» 3M™ VHB™ Tapes
»» Pressure Sensitive Adhesives (PSA)

»» Structural Bonding Tapes
»» Thermo-Bond Films

GAIN THE QUALITY
AND EFFICIENCY EDGE
OF LIQUID DISPENSED
SEALING TODAY.
602-437-1532
STATESEAL.COM

OUR QUALITY PROCESS:
Our success is founded on
customer satisfaction through
consistent high quality.
Utilizing the latest in
measuring technology, our inprocess inspection ensures all
parts meet specifications.

TRANSFER TAPES & DOUBLE-COATED TAPES
State Seal uses a comprehensive line of 3M™ Thin Adhesive Transfer Tapes, Double
Coated Tapes and Membrane Switch Spacers designed specifically to enhance the
appearance and improve the overall performance of your design, helping you bring
a better, more competitive product to market.

ADHESIVE TRANSFER TAPES
An unsupported adhesive film coated on a release liner coated on both side with
silicone. It is extremely critical that a differential release liner (one side must be more
difficult to remove the adhesive) be used for the transfer tape to unwind properly.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS & FILMS
3M Protective Coatings, Films and Tapes are used for surface protection for a
multitude of applications. These products can be used on a wide variety of surfaces
and help prevent everything from surface scratches, paint overspray, and reducing
dirt on floors to a protective coating with non-skid, high abrasion and tear resistance.

FOIL TAPES
Resists flame, moisture, temperature extremes, UV exposure and most chemicals with
a backing that withstands harsh environments. We offer metal-backed foil tapes with
the conformability to wrap tightly around virtually any shape or contour.
Industrial-quality adhesive securely adheres to the surface, even in conditions with
cold temperatures or high humidity. Metal backing resists failure from common
sources of degradation, such as fire, water, ultraviolet rays and many chemicals.

ALUMINUM FOIL TAPES
»» Thermally conductive for heating or cooling efficiency
»» Heat and light reflective
»» Resistant to flame, moisture, weather, UV degradation and most chemicals

ALUMINUM FOIL REINFORCED TAPES
»» Flexible wrap for wires and hoses
»» Long wearing
»» Tear and puncture resistant
»» Flame and heat resistant

State Seal Company is
registered ISO9001/AS9100
and committed to the
continuous improvement of
our quality system.

AS9100
Certified

OTHER QUALITY
SERVICES WE OFFER:
»» Standard and Metric
O-ring distribution
»» Gasket Fabrication
»» Custom splicing and
bonding
»» Kit assembly
»» Material selection
»» Rapid prototyping
»» Custom labeling/
packaging
»» Inventory management
programs
»» Slitting and laminating
»» Engineering support

